
OVERVIEW

In foal to Triple Crown winner AMERICAN PHAROAH

DURABLE: Finished top-3 in 16-of-29 starts

Stakes performer at SARATOGA, BELMONT, and GULFSTREAM

PROVEN AND ACTIVE FAMILY: Half to stakes-winning Here 
Comes Rita, from the family of G1W ECHO TOWN

MUNCHKIN MONEY
FREUD X SWEET RITA (RUBIANO)
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RACE RECORD

MUNCHKIN MONEY was a top-performer on the competitive NYRA and S. Florida 
circuits, competing in 10 Stakes/Graded Stakes throughout her career. She 
consistently ran Beyers in the mid-to-high 80s and is considered one of the best 
New York-bred turf females in recent years behind the G3W/6x Stakes winner 
FIFTY FIVE.

MUNCHKIN MONEY made her Stakes debut in 2018 in the $125,000 John Hettinger 
S. at Belmont where she ran 2nd to FIFTY FIVE for the first time (the two would
meet 6 more times over the years). Throughout the rest of her career, MUNCHKIN
MONEY hit the board in 5 more Stakes races, giving her a 50% strike rate for
on-the-board finishes in Stakes.

MUNCHKIN MONEY made her Graded Stakes debut in the G3 Marshua's River 
at Gulfstream where she earned her career-best 92 Beyer. Making her customary

 big, late move MUNCHKIN 
MONEY put in a huge run in 
the stretch but ultimately 
came up a 1/2-length short 
behind the Chad Brown-
trained MAGIC STAR beating 
G3W ANDINA DEL SUR, SW 
SWEET BYE AND BYE, and 
SW MAROUBRA (FR).
(Click to watch replay         ).

https://www.bloodhorse.com/horse-racing/race/usa/gp/2020/1/11/8/marshuas-river-s-g3t


PEDIGREE

MUNCHKIN MONEY is by the top 
New York sire FREUD, the full-

brother to the late, great 
broodmare-sire GIANT'S CAUSEWAY. 
As his pedigree suggests, FREUD is 

also proving to be a talented 
broodmare sire with 9 stakes 

winners and 20 stakes horses out 
of his daughters, led by this year’s 

G1 Ashland winner SPEECH 
(pictured right). 

That branch has seen major updates in 2020 with the aforementioned ECHO 
TOWN and this year’s G3 Ohio Derby winner DEAN MARTINI being 2 of the 
most recent performers. 

DEAN MARTINI wins the G3 Ohio Derby.

ECHO TOWN in the G1 Allen Jerkens.

MUNCHKIN MONEY comes from a strong producing family with her dam a 
half-sister to the granddam of this year’s G1 H. Allen Jerkens winner ECHO 
TOWN. MUNCHKIN MONEY herself is 1-of-7 winners out of her 1st dam SWEET 
RITA and is the half-sister to SW HERE COMES RITA. 

SWEET RITA'S dam KASHIE WEST was the dam of 8 winners from 9 to race with 
her own runners combining for 34 victories, led by a 14-time winner. Sweet Rita 
is one of two Kashie West daughters to produce stakes winners with her half-
sister ECHO ECHO ECHO the matriarch of a branch of the family that has 
produced 16 stakes horses. 



IN FOAL TO AMERICAN PHAROAH

MUNCHKIN MONEY is currently in-foal on 1 cover (Mar-22) to top second-crop 
sire AMERICAN PHAROAH          . 

AMERICAN PHAROAH earned Champion freshman sire honors in 2019 and 
leads all N.A. second-crop sires by number of G1 horses, Graded Stakes 
horses, and Black Type performers, including his recent G1W HARVEY'S LIL 
GOIL who captured the QEII at Keeneland. 

AMERICAN PHAROAH will stand for $100,000 in 2021. 

Not surprisingly, off of the success of his Stakes and Graded Stakes performers 
on the track, AMERICAN PHAROAH's third crop was well received in the 
auction ring this year with his top price yearlings being a $1.25M colt and 
$1.2M filly. As a covering sire, 20 mares were sold in-foal to AP in 2019 selling 
for an average of $273,000. 
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Placing in 50% of her 10 Stakes/Graded Stakes races throughout 
her career, MUNCHKIN MONEY competed against some of the best 
in her generation on the toughest racing circuits in America. She is a 
very pretty mare, with an active family to boot and would be an excellent 
addition to anyone’s broodmare band.
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MUNCHKIN MONEY 
brings Stakes level 
talent and durability to 
the table in addition to 
the fact that she is in 
foal to the Triple Crown-
winner and #1 leading 
second-crop sire, 
AMERICAN PHAROAH.

MUNCHKIN MONEY in October 2020. 
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